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The Russian Invasion 
of Ukraine

On February 24, 2022, the 
Russian Federation announced a 
“special military operation” to 
“demilitarize and denazify” 
Ukraine.



Russian Propaganda and Disinformation has abounded
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Western Response to Russian Disinformation
On March 1, 2022, Reddit quarantined the 
r/Russia subreddit.

Telegram banned many of the accounts of 
Russian news outlets.

RT was banned throughout the EU and the UK.





Key Questions…

Most reporting on Russian state media narratives is ad hoc…

1. Is there a way to identify Russian state media narratives 
automatically? 

2. Can we automatically determine (beyond Russian 
state-controlled websites) where on the Internet Russian state 
media narratives are being spread or discussed?



We propose Happenstance

We gather set of 2,683 articles about Ukraine 
from a list of 10 Russian propaganda websites and 
then utilize sentence-level topic analysis with a 
large language model fine-tuned on semantic 
similarity with unsupervised contrastive 
learning. 
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these narratives.



Sentence-Level Topic Analysis

Example Sentence 1: A subversive group of militants of the Ukrainian 
Neo-nazi Azov formation attacked Russian troops.

Example Sentence 2: Asov is a far-right organization that welcomed all sorts 
of neonazis.

Example Sentence 3: Ukraine neo-nazi battalion has built a state within a 
state.

Example Sentence 4: Ukraine was developing biological weapons with the 
assistance of the US government
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Sentence-Level Topic Analysis Evaluation

We identify 753 separate topics 
across our 2,683 news articles. 

We manually evaluate our 
method across thirty different 
topics.

98.9% precision of sentences 
matching their topics!



Originating Topics and Narratives within the Russian 
State Media Ecosystem

On March 6, 2022, the Russian 
news agency Tass reported that the 
US and Ukraine had attempted to 
eliminate samples of  “plague, 
anthrax, tularemia, cholera and 
other deadly diseases”.

The accusation that the United 
States was helping fund biological 
weapons research in Ukraine was 
later echoed by other news reports.

Website # Articles

rt.com 35

sputniknews.com 44

news-front.info 10

tass.com 37

strategic-culture.org 13

katehon.com 5

geopolitca.ru 11

journal-neo.org 11

southfront.org 20

waronfakes.com 5





Mapping Reddit Comments

We map 53K Reddit comments from 
r/Russia to the same embedding 
space as our article sentences.

We assign each Reddit comment to 
the topic cluster that is most similar to 
it; essentially semantic search!

Mapping Reddit Comments
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Mapping Reddit Comments

We find that a minimum cosine 
similarity of 0.60 allows Reddit 
comments to closely match their 
assigned topic (99.8%)

39.6% of r/Russia comments get 
mapped to topics from Russian 
news articles!



r/Russia Reddit Comments Matching Russian Articles



Mapping Reddit Comments

We map another 5.37 million Reddit 
comments from 10 political subreddits 
to understand how other subreddits 
discussed narratives similar to those 
promoted on  Russian state media

We again assign each Reddit 
comment to the topic cluster that is 
most similar to it

Mapping Reddit Comments



Subreddit # Comments % Russian Narrative Top Topic

r/democrats 25,313 8.82% biden, joe,admin

r/geopolitics 33,382 61.8% warning, geo,crimea

r/socialism 35,492 22.4% capitalist,bourgeois

r/republican 42,761 8.87% biden, joe, admin

r/russia 53,569 39.6% biden, joe, admin

r/libertarian 321,439 9.66% conservative, 
democrats

r/ukpolitics 517,487 13.2% johnson, boris, 
scandal

r/politics 1,747,381 8.86% biden, joe, admin



Subreddit
# Comments about 
Ukrainian Bio Labs

# Comments about 
Ukrainian Nazi

r/democrats 16 4

r/geopolitics 9 38

r/socialism 0 131

r/republican 2 8

r/russia 13 147

r/libertarian 42 97

r/ukpolitics 23 115

r/politics 1132 262



Conclusion
We identify major narratives being touted by Russian state 
media/propaganda websites. 

We perform fine grained analysis to identify the spread of specific 
disinformation narratives across social media. 

Within our paper we also: 
● Map out the spread of specific Russian state media narratives
● Document the role of the new Russian disinformation website 

waronfakes.com
● Identify the role of different types of Reddit accounts in spreading 

Russian propaganda 
● And much more!



Conclusion

Future Work: Completed & In Progress
● Use of Different LLMs for different topics 

○ We found worse behavior for medical-related topics
○ See our paper Specious Sites- Also extends to millions of articles!

● Zero Shot Stance Detection across different topics 
○ Understanding how different actors are write about different topics 

(e.g., anti-Putin vs pro-Putin)
○ Paper to be released on arxiv.

● Multilingual models
○ See our new ICWSM paper Partial Mobilization
○ See our other work examining the spread of narratives about the 

war to Weibo from Russian, Ukrainian, Chinese, and American 
websites 
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